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For over twenty years, the inspired silliness of Janet Stoeke's Minerva Louise series has captured

imaginations and tickled funny bones. Now the book that introduced the feather-brained fowl is back

and just as hilarious as ever. From the flowerpot Minerva uses as a comfy seat to the tricycle she

mistakes for a tractor, the daffy details of this clever story are truly memorable. An all-new cover

design makes this the perfect introduction for the next generation of Minerva fans. --This text refers

to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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Unaffected illustrations, captivating in their simplicity, tell of a--literally--foul exploratory outing. Ages

2-6. Copyright 1992 Reed Business Information, Inc. --This text refers to an out of print or

unavailable edition of this title.

PreSchool-Grade 1 Minerva Louise, a chicken- brained white hen, explores the inside of the farm

house with a certainty that would make Mr. Magoo proud. She de scribes the household items in

terms of her barnyard worldthe cat is a ``friendly cow,'' the bedspread is ``a meadow of flowers''all

the while overlooking the people inside. This, the winner of the Dutton Picture Book Competition, is

a one-joke story, but one that should nevertheless amuse preschoolers. The simple text in large

type is just right for beginning readers. Illustrations are simple outlined shapes in flat blocks of color,

bordered with a wavy rule and placed above the text on each page. Minerva Louise, a bean-bag of

a chicken, is an engaging fowl. Da vid Gale, ``School Library Journal''Copyright 1988 Reed

Business Information, Inc. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.



Love these books! So precious. My 3 & 5 year old find them humorous and enjoyable! We have

chickens that they adore so these are perfect for them!

Great book, had a Paw Patrol sticker - he thought it was a bonus. We all loved this book and will try

to get all of them.The story is sweet and easy to follow, and fun. The illustrations are cute and fit the

story so well..

Excellent story book form my grandchild. Made her giggle at every page.

Minerva Louise is one of my favorite characters. I read it and re read it to my preschool students

and they always love it! It is so funny! You will love it too! I have all Minerva Louise books. I

definitely recommend all of them!!

I read several of the Minerva Louise stories during the school year to my preK Fours and they love

them. These are stories that they ask for over and over (it's a good thing I enjoy them, too!).

Children enjoy being "experts" and finding mistakes - Minerva Louise gives them plenty of practice.

We recently formed a cooperative with 3 other families to raise chickens for eggs for our families.

Minerva Louise is just delightful and her quirky view of the world will delight young readers and bring

a smile to the face of those who read to them.

This is an amazing book by an great author. The colorful drawings help children remain interested in

reading. I would recommend Minerva Louise to anyone.

My 5 year old niece (at the time) found Minerva Louise to be EXTREMELY hilarious! She would

laugh out loud at all of her antics.
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